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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Introduce self affiliation/status2) Introduce Amy affiliation/status3) Going to tell you about the recent substantial and growing observational evidence indicating that we live in a large local void in the cosmic web4) Following this, I will assess the implications of this observational evidence

https://aas.org/files/resources/aas230_ben_hoscheit.pptx


Astronomical Evidence: The KBC Void

• KBC generated wide-area, near-infrared 
(NIR) selected galaxy catalogs 

• Measured mass density of local universe 
versus distance

• Beyond ~1 billion light years, found 
rising mass density

Image Credit: Keenan R. C., Barger A. J. 
and Cowie L. L. 2013 ApJ 775 62 (KBC)
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• ~1.5 times higher density at >1.5 
billion light years than locally!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KBC generated near-infrared (NIR) selected galaxy catalogs of different galaxy samplesShow top left plot (angular sky coverage is very complete)Different colored sky regions indicate different galaxy samples for galaxy catalogueUsed these galaxy counts to probe mass density of local universe versus distanceShow top right plot (here, density contrast is simply the mass density at a particular distance with respect to an average patch of the universe)Beyond ~1 billion light years, found rising mass density~1.5 times higher density at >1.5 billion light years than locally!



Tension in H0

Image Credit: Beaton, Freedman et 
al 2016 ApJ 832 210

• Hubble constant (H0) describes rate at 
which universe is expanding today

• H0 estimated by different astrophysical 
methods:

• Distance ladder (“Local”)
• H0 = 73.24 ± 1.74

• CMB anisotropies (“Cosmic”)
• H0 = 66.93 ± 0.62

• Difference between the methods 
significant at 3.4σ confidence level!

• Could this difference be connected 
to our place in the “Local” universe?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe a seemingly unrelated, by interesting idea in cosmology.  This is the current tension in H0Hubble constant (H0) describes rate at which universe is expanding todayH0 estimated by different astrophysical methods:Describe plotMention discrepancy.  These errors are 1-sigma, which means 68% confidence limit.  No one would be surprised with Ho values that were within the 2-sigma ranges (95% confidence limit).  Discrepancies in the Ho measurement become interesting at the 3-sigma level (99.7%))Given the previous astronomical evidence, this begs the question “Could this difference be connected to our place in the “Local” universe?”



Modeling the KBC Large Local Void
• Objects within local void attracted 
outward by gravity, giving them a 
radial “pull”

• Different void mass density profiles 
lead to different radial “pulls”

• What is the mass density profile of 
the KBC local void?

• How large is this “pull” ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Now, to try to answer that last question, we must first try to understand how, conceptually, a void effects the objects within it2) Reference pictorial representation on the right3) Objects within local void attracted outward by gravity towards the more dense regions, giving them a radial “pull”4) Different void mass density profiles lead to different radial “pulls”5) Now, in order to better understand how these effects play out in our local void, we must ask the following questions:6) What is the mass density profile of the KBC local void?7) How large is this “pull” ?



Modeling the KBC Large Local Void

• Demonstration of local void effects

• Parameterize density contrast, δ, 
versus distance, r, assuming sphericity

• Local void adds non-negligible outward 
component to velocity of matter within 
void

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To answer the previous questions, the following presented research results serve as a demonstration of effects associated with the KBC local voidWe first parameterize the mass density versus distance while assuming sphericity (top left plot)As we saw from the KBC observations, this is a fairly good assumption as the sky has been well sampled observationallyAnd associated with this mass density profile is a velocity profile, or ”pull" (top right plot)Void adds a non-negligible (at z ~0.06, ~7% of Hubble flow) outward velocity to Hubble flowIntuitively, measurements made outside of the local void not affected



KBC Void Consistent with Low-Redshift 
Supernovae Type Ia (SNe Ia)

• Large scatter in SNe Ia
data

• Void distorts LCDM 
redshift dependence

• What are the implications for 
measurements of H0?

• SuperCal SNe Ia: Scolnic, Casertano, Riess et al
2015 ApJ 815 117

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, having a conceptual frame work for how the local void affects objects within it, we will tie these ides back to the tension in H0 and, in doing so, further assess the implications of our location within the KBC void“Local” measurements of H0 use low-redshift SNe Ia, assume ΛCDM model for the data. Describe plot:Light gray, SuperCal SNe Ia (used in most recent ”Local” H0) data, darker, binned meansPlotting redshift range shown is the primary fitting region for the most recent “Local” estimation of H0 by Riess et al. 2016Describe y-axis: Supernova cosmology basics: cosmic explosions all explode with roughly the same energy, and produce roughly the same absolute magnitude. When we observe apparent magnitude, sensitive probe to cosmological expansion rateNote: The KBC void models, as we had discussed, mimics a LCDM model with large Hubble constant, or H0, on scales influenced by the void, but converge back to model with lower H0 beyond the void, i.e. the local void distorts the LCDM redshift dependence As one can see in the plot on the right, there is a large scatter in SNe Ia data, and, thus, the SNe data hint at the presence of the local voidFinally, from the plot on the right, many SNe Ia are located within the KBC local void for the primary fitting range used for “Local” estimations of H0Thus, this causes us to ask the question “What are the implications for such “Local” measurements?”



Void Ameliorates H0 Tension

• “Local” H0 value does 
not capture void effects!

• “Local” H0 higher because 
void “pull” not accounted 
for

• “Cosmic” H0 remains 
unchanged by void

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To answer this previous question, we understand that currently the “Local” H0 value does not capture the void effectsThus, for redshift range used in “Local” H0, and shown in plot on the right, “Local” H0 is biased high because this void “pull” is not accounted forCosmological measurements remain unchanged because they are made beyond the influence of the voidTherefore, this model of the KBC ameliorates the Hubble constant tension



Recap: Do We Live Within a Large 
Local Void?

• Astronomical Evidence: The KBC Void

• Currently, tension in “Local” versus “Cosmic” estimations of H0

• Presence of KBC local void not included in SNe Ia “Local” H0

determination

• Model of KBC local void demonstrates how H0 tension can be 
ameliorated by void effects

Contact Info: bhoscheit@wisc.edu, (847) 727-0664

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap, there is growing and substantial observational evidence from galaxy counts in the NIR that we live within a local void region in the cosmic webIn addition, there is a tension in measurements of the Hubble constant, H05) Furthermore, we saw that the presence of the KBC void is currently not included in determinations of the “Local” H0 with SNe Ia6) Finally, we found that ’Local’ H0 estimations are biased high as a result; although, the ‘Cosmic’ estimations remain unaltered7) The implications are that a model of KBC local void demonstrates how H0 tension can be ameliorated by void effects8) My contact information is given below for more information and/or additional clarification 9) Thank you
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